
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY

WEST POINT. NEW YORK 10996

16 August 1982

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: US Army Regimental System

1. Recommended priority listings of combat arms regiments are attached. The
system used for each arm was basically the same and reflected the objectives of
1) supporting the current army force structure and 2) retaining our most illus-
trious dnits. This priority system can be used to designate the actual regi-
mental ”groupings” in several different ways in order to maximize unit stability
or maximize the retention of legendary units, whichever ODCSOPS feels best meets
the CSA's guidance. An example is shown at Inclosure 5.

2. After a close examination of the various approaches used by OCMH to rank
regiments, our consensus opinion is that the "Collins" method yields the most
valuable prioritization based on purely objective criteria. OCMH's original
system, based on longevity and campaign participation, does not address overall
character of service and unfairly penalizes younger units. The OCMH "wartime"
system is not sufficiently discriminating in its selections. For example, it
attaches equal weight to Meritorious Unit Citations and Presidential Unit
Citations. The "Collins” method (Incl l), considering longevity, campaign parti—
cipation and a variable weighting of unit awards, seems to give a more balanced
view of a unit's relative merit. Nevertheless, even the "Collins" system presents
a somewhat skewed picture in some instances. The committee viewed the mission
as correcting these identified discrepancies in this quantative assessment by
providing qualitative, subjective judgments. ‘The representative of OCMH at the
5 August DA briefing expressed a desire for a "system" to prioritize regiments;
after some thought, we find it contradictory to try to "Systematize" subjective
evaluations. At best, we can provide a method of approach, and a ranking to
use. We do not think that either are infallible or beyond criticism; however,
we were solicited for our opinion and these lists represent a consensus position.

3. The approach we developed was to apply the "Collins" system based on force
structure considerations and modify with subjective judgments. Regiments of a
particular arm were divided, where applicable, by their current mission within
the force structure, e.g., infantry into AIM (armored/infantry/mechanized),
airborne, airmobile and Ranger. The regiments were then ranked within these
groups by the "Collins" method. Finally subjective evaluations were used to
modify these listings where, in our Opinion, discrepancies existed.
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4. Units associated with the lst Cavalry Division represent a special case
which cuts across the consideration of infantry, armor and cavalry regiments.
The Study Group recommends that one infantry regiment and one armor regiment of
the lst Cavalry Division be retained with cavalry designations. We elaborate
on this recommendation in the pertinent inclosures.

5. Our prioritized listings and rationales for our subjective modifications
are included at Inclosure 2 through 4.

5 Incls INT
1. "Collins System" onel, USA
2. Infantry Priority w/Annexes Professor and Head
3. Armor/Gav Priority w/Annexes , Department of History
4. FA/ADA Priority w/Annex
5. Regimental Designation Options



"COLLINS" SYSTEM

5 Points per P.U.C.

4 Points per V.U.C.

3 Points per M.U.C.

2 Points per campaign

1 Point per foreign Dec

1 Point per year

Incl osure 1



PRIORITY LISTING OF ALL INFANTRY REGIMENTS
Currently in Active Duty

AIM AIRBORNE AIRMOBILE RANGER MTN

LIGHT ARMORED CAv 509 327 75 87
+325 502

7 6 5 +505 187
5 41 "'7" "+505 ‘ “566‘

23 +52 12 +504 503
9 +51 501

22 48 ERA ADMIN

+35
34

+26
+17
+14
+13
+ 4
29

+11
+10
61

+20

+Indicates units originally ranked higher under the Collins and downgraded under
subjective criteria applied by committee

Inclosure 2



Infantry Units Recommended for Retention

LIGHT INFANTRY (”2 DIGIT") AIRBORNE/AIRMOBILE INFANTRY ("3 DIGIT")

USMA COLLINS USMA COLLINS

187 187
325 327
327 501
502 502
505 503
509 _ 506

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

75
5 CAV
1**

**On1y as administrative HQ

NOTE: No Priority Indicated

Annex A to Inclosure 2



ANNEX B

RATIONALE

The above listing is based on the "Collins" system of ranking, modified by the
subjective evaluations of a committee from the Department. Rationale for the
rankings and the approach are as follows:

Division of infantry regiments into AIM, AIRBORNE, AIRMOBILE and Ranger best
supports the current force structure of the army. One implicit assumption in
this approach is that only regiments organized under CARS and currently active
are under consideration. Within each category, the oldest unit was identified
as deserving of particular attention baSed solely on its historical significance.
Beyond recognizing the oldest units, the committee considered longevity relatively
less important than overall performance. The specific methodology used by the
committee was to take the "quantitative” evaluation of the "Collins" system as a
starting point. The committee then subjectively looked at each infantry regiment,
analyzed that regiment's contribution by its performance in 20th century wars,
its overall campaign service, the relative importance of its campaigns, its unit
commendations, its Medal of Honor winners (post—Civil War), and its most famous
or legendary actions. The committee discussed the relative merits of each regi-
ment and agreed upon its prioritized listing. Two units deserve special mention.
3d Infantry, as the oldest infantry unit on active service, was unanimously
recommended for retention, modern record notwithstanding. lst Infantry has its 1
color battalion at USMA, where it is infantry in name only. The committee can
find no cogent reason why this unit should change designation merely because the
regimental system is adopted, and so we recommend it be retained as an administra—
tive unit at USMA. If this is not acceptable, its priority ranking should fall
(subjectively) after the 13th Infantry.

Close examination of the AIM units listing shows two distinct types of sources
for these units, the traditional light infantry units and the younger armored-
infantry-based units whose traditions stem from their service in World War II
armored divisions. Armored—infantry-based units are unfairly penalized under the
"Collins” system due to their youth. Therefore the Committee recommends they be
considered as a separate entity and incorporated into the AIM listing on a fixed
ratio of armored infantry to light infantry. The committee based its unit selec-
tions on a ra;io of 20%, commensurate with the armored infantry's current percentage
within the AIM category. w

We recognized that there are AIM infantry battalions currently organized
which bear cavalry designations. Since unit turbulence may be a primary con—
sideration and ”trading flags“ minimized as a result, the committee prioritized
cavalry-designated infantry units. We recommend consideration be given to desig—
nating the infantry regiment of the lst Cavalry Division as cavalry and deleting
one of the armored—infantry—based regiments.

Annex B to InCIOSure 2



The 87th Infantry, one of the youngest of our regiments, deserves specialconsideration within force structure requirements. It alone carries on theheritage of the mountain infantry started by the 10th Mountain Division of
World War II fame; however, no requirement for mountain infantry currently exists.
Furthermore, the 87th's record cannot justify its retention at the expense of
other highly decorated and illustrious units. Therefore, we recommend that if a
force structure requirement arises in the future for a mountain unit, that unit
should be designated the 87th Infantry.

Airborne regiments considered for retention were those associated currently
with the 82d Airborne Division and the 509th Infantry. The straight ”Collins"
ranking of those units is:

325
505
508
504
509

The 509th was subjectively moved to the top of the list because of its seniority
as a parachute infantry unit, since the 325th was organized in 1917 as a National
Guard infantry unit and remained as glider infantry throughout World War II.

The airmobile regiments considered for retention were those assigned to tne
lOlst Airmobile Division currently. Our recommended priority reflects a straight
”Collins" ranking, since no substantive reason exists for a subjective change.

A minority opinion on the committee held that glider infantry was the traditional
forebears of airmobility and therefore the airmobile units should be:

187
327
325

The airborne regiments would then be designated by taking the oldest parachute
unit overall and the highest "Collins" ranked regiment from each traditional
airborne division. This yields:

509
502
505

Both approaches yield the same regiments but imply radically different divisional
groupings.

The committee unanimously held that as long as force structure requirements
dictated the need for Ranger infantry, that unit should be the 75th. Should the
requirement cease to exist in the future, the committee feels the 75th's colors
should be retired for reasons similar to those given above for the 87th Infantry.

Annex B to Inclosure 2



Armor Regiments

113M USMA COLLINS
(Pure Tank Regiments) (Incorporating 8 CAV)

69 8 CAV 69

7O 69 66

34 7O 77

73 34 34

66 73 70

37 66
R

73

64 37
’

67

67 64 72

68 67 37

72 68 68

77 77 64

32 32
'

33

35 72 32

33 35 35

40 33 4O

63 4O 63

81 63 81

81

Inclosure 3



ANNEX A

Armor Rationale

Methodology — For the tank regiments the USMA team devised its original list by
axnreful reading of each unit's lineage and honors and by a look at the signi-
ficant actions and campaigns of each unit. After studying these documents the
team rank ordered the units based on a subjective evaluation of each unit's
contribution to the American military tradition. These rankings were then com-
pared to the ”Collins” rankings to determine discrepancies between the two
which required further explanation.

Several assumptions were made in the process of arriving at the rankings.
These assumptions and the reasoning behind them follow:

a. Armor and cavalry units would be considered separately, with the excep—
tions noted in the next paragraph, even though armor and cavalry share a common
heritage within the branch, and even though many cavalry units have pure tank
units in their lineage, grouping the two together would virtually eliminate all
the pure tank units since the highest tank unit in both lists, the 69th Armor,
would rank 13th in a combined listing. Since we assume cavalry will be treated
separately, as befits the distinct roles of tank and armored reconnaissance
units, only tank units were considered in this list.

b. Even granted the preceding assumptions, there are still three cavalry
units which have a very clear claim to being included in the armor list, the
13th, 15th, and 16th, since all three have spent a good deal of their recent
history as pure tank units. However, when factored into the armor rankings the
only one retained is the 16th, primarily due to the service of D Troop, 16th
Cavalry as the tank troop for the 173d Airborne Brigade in Vietnam. Since
these three cavalry units are all low in the rankings, and we assume cavalry
will be represented in the armored/air cavalry role, it was decided to eliminate
these from further consideration.

c. A cutoff point of 12 would be used in justifying the differences
between the ”Collins” ranking and the USMA rankings. Given that twelve
regiments would be retained (per the DCSOPS briefing) only those units which
would change from retained to dropped or vice versa would be specifically
addressed since discussion of the others would be time consuming and not
germa ne to the main issue of which colors to retain on active duty.

.L

rates the 32nd ahead of the 33rd. Whereas the other differences between
”Collins” and USMA are academic, this one is crucial since the two are in
competition for the final of twelve slots. Both the 32nd and 33rd have solid
reputations based upon WWII service with the 3rd Armored Division and neither
has served in other wars. To choose between the two makes for a very hard choice
indeed, but our review of the entire wartime records and actions of the two
units seems to favor the 32nd slightly. The Collins system tends to emphasize
awards. Of those received by the 33rd a major fraction were won in the battles
for the Hastenrath—Scherpensel area in which the attacking units suffered 50%

personnel losses and 42 of 64 medium tanks. The courage demonstrated in these

"-e "Collins” system rates the 33rd ahead of the 32nd, the USMA system

Annex A to Inclosure 3



actions was extraordinary and certainly merited the awards eventually received,
but in the overall evaluation of unit performance one wonders if there could
not have been a less costly way to accomplish the same purposes. We continue
to favor the 321d over the 33rd, although the subject certainly has the
potential for further debate.

If only pure tank regiments are considered the USMA order of merit rankingis listed in Inclosure 3, column 1.

If the decision is made to retain cavalry designations in the lst Cavalry
Division we recommend that the 8th Cavalry be the armor regiment of the
division and that Inclosure 3, column 2 be the order in which units are
retained. v

a. There are four cavalry designations commonly associated with the lst
Cavalry Division's maneuver elements, the 5th, 7th, 8th and 12th. The Collins
method would rank these units in numerical order for retention. Retaining the
8th as the armor component of the division is justified as follows:

(1) The 5th Cavalry has a very distinguished record as an infantry
unit and should be retained as the division's infantry regiment (see infantry
recommendations). .

(2) The 7th Cavalry is perhaps the most famous regiment in the US
Army and has a good claim on being retained in the cavalry reconnaissance
role, a role several of its squadrons have had in recent history.

(3) Of the two remaining units the 8th is clearly superior to the
12th by almost any method of evaluation. Thus we recommend retaining the
8th Cavalry in an armor role.

b. Reducing the pure annor regiments to 11 retained units causes our
table to change slightly. Based on a purely subjective evaluation of unit
history we had ranked numbers 10, 11 and 12 as the 72nd, 77th and 32nd Armor
Regiments. When retaining l2 regiments this posed no problem. Reducing the
number to 11 poses one additional consideration which we feel should alter
the rankings as reflected in Inclosure 3, column 2. Under the column 1
ranking eliminating number 12 wOuld mean the 32nd would drop out. This in
turn would mean that the 3rd Armored Division would lose all of its World
war II infantry and tank units. In order to retain at least one historical
association with this famous division we recommend retention of the 32d Armor
and deletion of the 72nd Armor. We recommend deletion of the 72nd Armor over
the 77th because the 77th was one of only three armor units to fight in
Vietnam o

We deem the retention of the traditional cavalry designations in the lst
Cavalry Envision to be an important factor in maintaining and fostering unit
pride and therefore our final recommendation for tank regiments is Inclosure
3, column 2.

Annex A to Inclosure 3 2



ANNEXB

CAVALRY
ORDER 0F MERIT

m 921mg
1 1

5 5

7 2

2 7

11
I

8

10 (Buffalo Soldier Regiment) 1+

3 9

A 3
8 17

6 12

12 6

17 ~10

16 11

13 15

14 11,

15 16

13

PROPOSED ALIGMENT

DIVISIONAL CAVALRY REOWNABSANCE 1,7,1O,L,
ARMORED CAVALRY 3143611411113 2,3,11
AIR CHAIM/ASSAULT EELIOOPTER 9,17
1st CAVALRY DIVISION 51h OAV EAS' 1m;31h OAV As ARM

Annex B to Inclosure 3



ANNEX C

CAVALRX RATIONALE

USMA was not asked to look at Cavalry regiments as part, of the regi-
mental plan, but we thought this was too good an opportunity to pass up.
In order to do this we made the following assumptions:

a. 'Based on the initial‘DCSOPS breakout at least seven cavalry regiments
would be retained.

b. Since no "Collins" ranking was provided we did our own using the
GMH criteria (see Inclosure 3, Annex B).

c. Since the DCSOPS breakout was very tentative we would make
a recommendation on allocations.

The first problem was to come up with an order of merit which could be used
to select regiments for retention regardless of roles. To do this we used
the same method as used for armor units (See Annex A to Inclosure 3). This
resulted in the USMA order of merit list at Annex B to Inclosure 3. Using
seven regiments as a cutoff the following differences between our rankings
and the "Collins" system are addressed.

a. The biggest difference is the retention of the 11th Cavalry under
our system. The reasons for this are very subjective. The 11th ACR was
the only regiment to fight in Vietnam as a regiment. It is currentLy
active as a regiment, has a regimental association, and has created a great
deal of pride in its regimental traditions (the reason for the regimental
system in the first place). Additionally there are many, many prominent
serving and retired officers and NCO's who could be used (and very probably
would be delighted to do so) to help foster unit esprit. This is clearly in
keeping with the Chief of Staff's guidance.

b. we recommend the amalgamation of the 9th and 10th Cavalries into
one regiment as the Buffalo Soldier Regiment. This would allow retention
of the history and tradition of both the 9th and 10th Cavalries, which were
black units on the frontier. It was the 10th Cavalry that originally had
this name, and the 10th was also Pershing's regiment.

c. The.3rd Cavalry would be retained because it has a very long
tradition, is already a regiment and has a regimental band, museum and
demonstration unit, all of which would be of.immense value in building unit
pride o

d. With only the seven regiments listed in the order of merit listing
being retained both the Ath and 8th Cavalry which are retained in the
"Collins" system would be dropped to make room for the 11th and 3rd Cavalry.
The choice between the 3d and Ath is very difficult and, as stated in c
above, weight was given to the 3rd's existence as a regiment. The 8th was
dropped because many, if not most, of its campaign credits were earned for
service as an infantry unit in the lst Cavalry Division.

Annex C to InclOSure 3



e. If the lst Cavalry Division retains an infantry and armor regiment
with cavalry designations (the 5th Cav as infantry and 8th Gav as Armor [see
armor and infantry recommendations] ), then the hth Cavalry would make the
cutoff for seven cavalry regiments.

i

We also thought that a good case could be made for the proposed alig-
ment of regimental desigIations included in Annex B. This has the advantage
of retaining a good number of cavalry colors on active duty and retains
several mission-oriented and unit-oriented associations.

a. With sixteen active any divisions each retaining a cavalry
reconnaissance Squadron, 1+ regiments of A Squadrons each would be retained
for these units. The glst, 4th, 7th, and 10th Cavalries are all closely
associated in recent history with the divisional cavalry reconnaissance
mleo 7

b. The three armored cavalry regiments currently in existence are unique
in their roles (Corps cavalry) and organizations (fixed subordinate units
each retaining the parent units numerical desigiation). Further, they are
already regiments in the purest sense of the word and have already developed
the ldnd of eSprit that is the reason for the new regimental system in thefirst place. It seems counterproductive to destroy the only genuine regiments
in an attempt to create a regimental system. Thus the three existing regiments
would retain their current desigiations. l

c. There are a growing number of air cavalry and attack helicopter
units which emist outside the divisional structure. Both ttn 9th and :17th
'Cavalries have a long and close association with the air cavalry/attack
helicopter role including extensive combat in that role in Vietnam. 1 They
would become the parent regiments for these units.

d. As discussed in the infantry and armor sections,the lst Cavalry Division
would retain two cavalry regiments in the maneuver role, the 5th as infantry
and the 8th as armor. This would retain a strong traditional association
that has lasted through our last three wars, World War II, Korea, and Vietnam.

Annex C to Inclosure 3 2



USMA

15

319

l7
13

11

29

77

320

32

82

12

18

27

39

21

41

20

l4
25

Q

FIELD ARTILLERY REGIMENTS

COLLINS

15

6

319

17

13

11“

29

77

32

320

82

12

7

3

l
41

27

18

21

39

20

14

31

AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY

qgtvmb-‘wmb

52

EMT. (CARS)
6

15

17

5

13

8

77

3

1.1

9

82

319

29

32

12

320

27

41

18

21

39

10



ANNEX A

METHODOLOGY

Air Defense Artillery and Field Artillery Regiments were selected according
to the following methodology. Initially, regiments were rank-ordered by "Collins"
number. Air Defense Artillery unit histories were examined to identify those
units which had distinguished histories as air defense (anti—aircraft) units.
This caused changes to the Collins rankings because the older regiments, the lst
through the 5th, had earned their high rankings primarily due to the age increment
of the Collins number, even though for most of their histories they had been
coastal or field artillery units.

The Collins method appears to give more weight_to unit decorations than to
age, but, when highly decorated units constituted in this century are compared
to lesser decorated units with heritages dating to the early 19th century the
older units always rank higher because their age and campaign participation credit
is such a significant factor. The change in relative rankings of the 4th and
44th Air Defense Artillery Regiments illustrates this point. According to the
Collins system, the 4th ADA (258 points) ranks first, the 44th ADA (165 points)
ranks 6th. However, if the pre—twentieth century experience for the 4th is not
considered, since there was no such thing as air defense artillery prior to the
twentieth century, the 4th would have only 118 points under the Collins system.

Our methodology then was to take the Collins rankings, and, using subjective
judgment, examine the lineage and honors of both the Air Defense Artillery and
Field Artillery units and recommend retention of those units which, after
applying subjective historical evaluation, were the most distinguished in recent
history.

Annex A to Inclosure 4



Regimental Designation Options

The lists of regimental rankings can be used to designate regimental groupings

in accordance with whatever priorities the CSA sets. To illustrate this, two

suggested regimental groupings for light ("Z—digit") infantry regiments are

shown. The first maximizes the retention of historically significant units and

the second maximizes unit stability by minimizing "flag" changes within groupings.

Similar lists maximizing traditions, divisional associations, or maximizing an

equal share of traditional regiments among divisions could easily be generated.

Inclosure 5



ANNEX A

ERA: 3rd
75th

Max Uni ts
#1

41
231

16

5 CAV

Max Stabilig
.#2

.

41

60* (47)
16

5 CAV

8

12

6

52

15

19

7

31

23

27

38* (18)
32* (22)

lRegiments with no battalions associated with that flag or wtside their
traditional division

*Units ”bumping" higher ranked regiments in favor of minimum turbulence
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